The Weekly KPI Dashboard
The FREE Guide to getting amazing alignment,
accountability, and results from your employees!
I’m excited to kick things up a gear in 2020! I wanted to kick off my first 2020 E-book
with the most important tool that I’ve ever created to help you to grow your
business!
This tool is based on my experience in helping hundreds of businesses in the $1M$100M revenue range to grow! After training, mentoring, and coaching more than
1000 business owners and leaders in the last 5 years ranging from $250K-$100+
million in size, I wanted to share with you my most important 2 learnings for
businesses to grow – with an easy to use business growth tool.
To crush 2020 you must improve your organisational discipline. In my published
book courage for profit, I talk about the need for business leaders to have
#RELENTLESS DISCIPLINE. I consistently hear complaints about employees not
performing at the expected standard, so attached is my free business growth tool to
help your business to keep your team accountable and in total alignment with your
strategy.
To crush 2020 you must have in place1. Weekly KPI Dashboard
All the time I see businesses and teams working hard but lack the necessary discipline to
focus on business growth activities that really move the business forward. This lack of
alignment and follow through means that your team may not be completing the necessary
tasks to help the company to grow.
The weekly KPI dashboard can be used to set your team in total alignment for the year
ahead, and to focus each employee with relentless discipline on the 3-5 KPI’s that are
most critical in driving business performance. This dashboard when setup properly by an
expert in business growth, can focus your team on the critical leading indicators that will
move the business forward, and give you total visibility and control of the direction of the
business.
The Weekly KPI Dashboard which is run through at the weekly leadership team meeting,
will hold your team accountable by reporting on the numbers each and every week. Great
dashboards are born from great strategies, so you must ensure that you firstly have a solid
strategy in place, then you execute this strategy with a KPI dashboard.
Below are two examples of a typical KPI dashboard for a small-midsized project

management business. You will see that most of the weekly KPI’s are ‘leading’ (future
looking) KPI’s, and that there are positions within the company which are accountable for
these numbers on a weekly basis. By tracking the key KPI’s each week, your organisation
will move forward more quickly, and it will be able to get more done to CRUSH 2020!
Guide for use:
• Establish a clear growth strategy for the business for the year ahead
• Determine how each of your key people can help the business to grow (e.g. number
of sales calls made, number of meetings, customer satisfaction scores, projects
completed on time and budget, accounts receivable on track, marketing and lead
costs per acquisition etc)
• Download the courage for profit Weekly KPI Dashboard MS Excel Template from
www.courageforprofit.com/resources-signup/
• Choose the 3-5 key KPI’s that when measured each week will show that the
business is on the right growth path (ideally 50%+ of the dashboard show leading
KPI’s that measure future performance)
• Determine the ‘Green’ KPI value showing that the person is on track, leave the
yellow column blank, then fill out the ‘Red’ KPI value showing that this target is well
off track
• Record all the numbers in the courage for profit KPI dashboard tool
• Establish a set 30-60min (depending on who is attending) weekly meeting to work
through the data for all employees each week
• Measure with #RELENTLESS DISCIPLINE

Example Weekly KPI Dashboard – B2B mid-sized project business

This example is based on a mid-market 30 employee business with 6 senior
leaders, of approximately $5 Million in annual revenue. The KPI Dashboard splits up
the key 3-5 KPI’s for each key role in the business, with a focus on leading KPI’s to
measure future performance.

Example Weekly KPI Dashboard – B2B mid-sized project business – with first
6 weeks filled in

This same example shows how you should collate the KPI data each week at the
weekly leadership team meeting and measure the performance of each senior
leader.
By doing this weekly, you will keep your employees in alignment to the company
strategy and have complete visibility over the business’s health and performance
every week.
Important considerations for a Weekly KPI Dashboard: •
•
•

Do we have the right measurements in place for each role? (Leading KPI’s are
best
Do we have the right person in each role? (look at rolling trends over an 8-13week period)
Consistent ‘red’ does not necessarily mean the person is not doing well, but it
might… (consider resources, are they able to work on these business growth
weekly activities?

The weekly KPI dashboard is a forward looking dashboard showing overall company
health, when put together by a capable business growth strategist and your team is
aligned, it can have amazing results.
Warning- If your team are not involved in the process of setting these weekly KPI’s,
if your team does not understand them, or is not ‘sold’ on why they are important, if
the KPI’s are not leading, if the KPI’s are not the most critical numbers in the
business, or if the KPI’s are not aligned to the strategy – this can result in extremely
poor alignment and results across the business.
#RELENTLESS DISCIPLINE is required form you as the business leader for this to
be effective.

2. Have an established Strategic Planning and Review Rhythm
Businesses cannot have a ‘set and forget’ strategy for success. We need to align
our strategic goals for the year and review them quarterly to ensure that your team
is on-track and any changes or adjustments are made.
Below is my tried and tested framework for strategic planning rhythms for
companies in the $1M- $100M revenue range. If you are within this size and you
don’t set and regularly review your strategic plan, you are at risk of not achieving
your business goals for 2020.

This framework means that you set an annual plan, review the plan each quarter –
making necessary changes, and review your progress weekly using the Weekly KPI
Dashboard.
If you struggle with completing a strategic planning day, or if you find it difficult to
facilitate these sessions, or you are unsure of how to grow the business – visit
www.courageforprofit.com as that is what we can do for you.
To obtain blank templates of the Weekly KPI dashboard email
steve@courageforprofit.com or visit www.courageforprofit.com/resources-signup/
In 2020 we plan to share lots of world class free content to help you to grow your
business. We will share with you the key lessons and learnings that I get from
working with great businesses in the $1M-$100M size range, and we will also be
running a series of business growth events for both new clients and for existing
clients. I’m excited about running events to improve the success of Australian
businesses, and to help them to achieve their profit goals! #COURAGE FOR
PROFIT

Take onboard the top 2 learnings I’ve given to you and improve your organisational
discipline by having:
1. A weekly KPI Dashboard in place to drive accountability and alignment
2. An annual, quarterly, and weekly strategic planning and review rhythm in place to
set your goals, review your progress, and make the ongoing decisions required to
grow your business
Until next time, go forth with #COURAGE and #RELENTLESS DISCIPLINE!
Kind Regards,
Steve McLeod
Director
Courage For Profit Pty Ltd
steve@courageforprofit.com
www.courageforprofit.com

